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Dear Vladimir Ilyich!
I am asking you for a date in order to talk about a very

serious question — the “Red Terror.”
I am sure that you yourself have thought a great deal about

it and have not lightly decided on it, but nevertheless I have
ventured to tell you what my attitude to terror is, after all that
I have experienced and thought about it, as a lover of Russia
and the revolution.

The anger caused in the ranks of your comrades after the
attempt on your life and the murder of Uritsky is quite under-
standable. And, as one would expect from the mass of people
who know little and think little about such matters, they in-
evitably spoke of the past and thought of retaliatory terror.

But what is understandable for the masses is inexcusable
for the “leaders” of your party. Their calls for mass red terror;
their orders to take hostages; mass shootings of people who
were kept in prisons specifically for this purpose — indiscrim-
inate revenge… This is unworthy of the leaders of the social
revolution …

All political rulers, all those brought to the crest of the revo-
lutionary wave, must know that they daily, constantly, run the
risk of falling victim to political assassination — it is as much a
feature of their lives as the risk of a machinist on a locomotive.
You have lived abroad and you know, of course, how calmly
political people take it. In America, in the heat of passion, it’s
the way all the major party leaders live.

[…]
In 1794, as you certainly know, the terrorists of the Com-

mittee of Public Safety turned out to be the gravediggers of the
people’s Revolution.

I do not know whether, amidst the anxieties of party life,
you have been able to familiarize yourself with the new works
on the Great French Revolution; but here are the facts as they
appear now. The force of the popular revolution, which began
onMay 31, 1793, consisted of Sections in the big cities and Pop-
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ular Societies in the provinces — the same “Soviets,” and their
spokesmen were the Committee of Public Safety and especially
the Paris Commune.

But next to this revolutionary and partly building force, an-
other force arose — a police force, in the person of the Com-
mittee of Public Safety and its police departments in all the
sections. And this police force, terribly strengthened when the
terror began, ate up first the Sections, then the Commune, and
then the Committee of Public Safety. It pushed the Commit-
tee to all the extremes of terror, to all the atrocities in the
provinces; it decomposed the Sections, turning them from or-
gans of the Revolution into organs of full police power, and
filled themwith the worst elements. And in July 1794, the bour-
geoisie, taking advantage of the fact that the people, disgusted
with blood, had turned away from the Jacobins, that the Com-
mune had been destroyed by terrorists, and that the Sections
were flooded with trashy elements, made a coup d’état in favor
of the bourgeois party of the Girondists.

[…]
Without realizing what they are doing, your terrorist com-

rades are preparing the same thing in the Soviet Republic.
The Russian people have a great reserve of creative, con-

structive forces. And as soon as these forces began to establish
life on new, socialist principles in the midst of the terrible dev-
astation brought about by the war and the revolution, the du-
ties of police investigation, entrusted to them by terror, began
their decomposing, frictionless work, paralyzing all construc-
tion and putting forward people completely incapable of it.The
police cannot be the builders of a new life, andmeanwhile, they
are now becoming the power in every town and village.

Where is this leading Russia? To themost vicious reaction…
To open the era of the Red Terror means to recognize the

impotence of the revolution to go further along the path it has
set itself…
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